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Since our last report, we had the opportunity to embark on our
first outing off Rhode Island. According to NOAA’s Large
Pelagics Survey, dolphinfish are the second most commonlytargeted high migratory species off southern New England
behind bluefin tuna, which further justifies the need to increase
data collection on this species in this region. From 2002 to 2017,
only 1.2% of 27,000 tag deployments occurred from the NC/VA
boarder up to the canyons south of George’s Bank. Since then,
participants in the DRP have added 138 new tag deployments, a
nearly 50% increase in our MAB tag deployment dataset in less
than 36 months, of which several new recoveries have resulted
from this effort. Our outing most recently with Captain Jeff
Jones of Portsmouth, RI, aboard his vessel Kraken, along with
anglers Will Canto and Don Dettlinger, resulted in 34 tag
deployments on fish ranging in size from 18” to 26” fork length
next to lobster pots in West Atlantis Canyon. This outing, along
with a record amount of participation in the MAB this year (8
different vessels tagged fish!), indicates that with a handful of
directed tagging outings, as well as more participation from
anglers throughout the region, hundreds of fish could easily be
tagged and released each season in the MAB, thereby vastly
increasing our understanding of the presence, size distribution,
local and regional movements, growth, and connectivity of this
species throughout the Atlantic Ocean. Let’s do this!
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Documenting Florida’s Semi-Annual Fall Dolphin Migration

Figure 1 – Three new recoveries (yellow stars) add to a dataset of 18 other similar recoveries (grey stars)
for dolphin that return to Florida’s state waters during fall after an average of 126 days at large and growing
14.4” fork length. All fish were tagged and released in summer. Numbers indicate time at liberty

Every dolphinfish tag deployment and reported
recapture adds another data point and observation about
the occurrence and movement of this iconic species
throughout our oceans. At the end of September,
Captain Roy Canada reported a Killin Time II-tagged
fish (tagged by Rich Benton) just north of Spanish Cay
in the Bahamas. Captain Canada reported that the
dolphin he was catching aboard MC2 were showing
back up despite cooling water temperatures. A few
days later, angler Timothy Ward, while fishing aboard
Semana Fishing Charters, recaptured a fish tagged by
Captain Charlene Brown and angler Eddie Maybury
aboard Keeper. A week later, another recovery
occurred aboard Good Hit Sportfishing, but this time it
was reported by angler Jeff Jerzy while fishing only
seven miles north of Tim Ward off Ft.
Lauderdale. Jerzy's fish was tagged by angler
Michelle Curtis off Big Pine Key while fishing aboard
Killin’ Time II on June 15th, 2020, the day before
Captain Brown tagged and released their fish off
Marathon, Florida, that was recovered by Ward. The
common thread that links these recovery events
together is that their tag, recovery, and growth attributes
are similar to 18 other documented examples of what
the Dolphinfish Research Program (DRP) has come
to describe as Florida's semi-annual fall dolphin
migration. Each of these recent dolphin recoveries
(yellow stars in the image left) ranged from 107 to 115
days at large. In addition, each fish was tagged and
released between June 12th and June 16th off the Lower
Keys. Most importantly, each recovery further
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highlights the value of releasing small fish in early summer that can return through Florida's waters in just over three months during fall after packing
on six to ten additional pounds! This is what we are referring to as Florida's semi-annual fall dolphin migration - the re-appearance of the same
dolphin in Florida state waters after 3 to 5 months at liberty. While there are numerous scenarios in which these fish may have moved between tag
and recovery sites, surface drifters (colored paths in image above) provide routes that can be realistically compared until more recoveries and/or
dozens of geolocation tracks are acquired. For example, after downloading all of the drifters active from mid-June until October, the time at which
the fish being discussed were at liberty, the drifter that was deployed north of Cuba (ID 4101630) moved northeast, only to meander around Cay Sal
Bank for a few days, before taking a quick northerly path until the vicinity of the Charleston Bump, where it moved northeast toward the Outer
Banks only to meander south toward the Abacos in the Bahamas. The total time between deployment and beaching on the Abacos was 45 days,
which was more than two times faster than the movements being discussed. However, the path taken by 4101630 shows particular locations where
dolphin can meander or be drawn to move given the overall drift of floating objects (and bait). We have observed several fish over the past few years
meander off the Lower Keys (tagged by Killin’ Time II and the Scouts at Summerland Key) where fish moved west toward Key West or were
recovered within the Keys up to 19 days after being tagged and released in June (click here for that report). Add to that, observations of movements
into the Northwest Providence Channel as well as surface drifter paths that show clear recirculation patterns to the northeastern Bahamian escarpment
(Antilles Current), and we think these observations as well as the previous 18 similar recoveries indicate that dolphin can depart Florida’s waters in
early to mid-summer only to return within three to five months during fall after moving through some portion of the Bahamas. The average growth
and days at large for the 21 examples that have led to the description of this movement type is 14.4” and 126.5 days, respectively. Below left are
examples of long-term recirculation patterns (6-12 months) for both
dolphin (observed recoveries) and surface drifter paths.
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Figure 2. Movements of dolphinfish and surface drifters to the Bahamian archipelago.
Surface drifter paths are indicated by blue and red circles. In (A) fishery-independent (i:
PSAT ID 37066) and dependent movements are indicated by the black and red arrows,
respectively. Both movements were to the north, with the former beginning west of
Bimini Island and the latter originating off Panama City, Florida, in the Gulf of Mexico
indicated by a dashed portion of the arrow. In (B) a fishery-dependent movement from
Miami, Florida, to Exuma Sound, The Bahamas, is indicated by the black arrow. In (C)
a fishery-dependent movement from Big Pine Key, Florida, to eastern Long Island, The
Bahamas, is indicated by the black arrow. In (D) a fishery-independent movement (ii:
PSAT 113350) from San Juan, Puerto Rico, to southeast Great Inagua, The Bahamas, is
indicated by the black arrow; two fishery dependent movements from Miami and
Islamorada, Florida, are indicated by the red arrows; Black and colored numbers
indicate days at liberty (DAL) for fish movements and surface drifter movements,
respectively. Florida: FL; Big Pine Key, FL: BPK; Islamorada, FL: IM; Miami, FL: MI;
Straits of Florida: SOF; Bimini Island: BI; Cay Sal Bank: CSB; Little Bahama Bank:
LBB; Grand Bahama: GD; Great Bahamas Bank: GBB; Old Bahamas Channel: OBC;
Great Abaco Island: GAB; Northwest Providence Channel: NWPC; Northeast
Providence Channel: NEPC; Tongue of the Ocean: TOTO; Exuma Sound: ES:
Eleuthera Island: EU; Little Island: LTI; Crooked Passage: CP; Mira Por Vos Pass:
MPVP; Great Inagua, BA: GA; Acklins Island, BA: AI; Mayaguana, BA: MA; Turks
and Caicos: TC; Grand Turk: GT; Puerto Plata, Dominican Republic: PP; Hispaniola:
HI; Cuba: CU; Windward Passage: WP.
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Big Bulls of 2020
Catches of massive bull dolphin are exciting
to report because, most often, they represent a
state or tournament record, boat record, or
angler record (click here for a table we
maintain). For most that fish offshore,
acquiring a coveted record, such as largest
dolphinfish, is nothing short of spectacular
and only a few will have the opportunity to
ink their name somewhere in a record
book. For scientific purposes, it is important
to document landings of large individuals to
examine seasonal, interannual, and decadal
trends by location. As part of our annual
tradition, we are excited to share our list of
the top five largest bulls we observed
through social media in the Western
Central Atlantic Ocean in
2020. Weight is reported in pounds
below. Note that La Calankita's
fish is whole weight gutted, which
points to the importance of gathering
weight measurements of massive
fish before they are
processed. Backlash's fish
established a new tournament record
at the White Marlin Open and is the
third 72+lb fish to be landed in Poor
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Man’s Canyon off Maryland in the past two fishing
seasons. Who knows, maybe in 2021, we will receive word
that the long-standing world record, which still stands at 87
pounds, will be surpassed. After all, that is only 12.5 more
pounds than Wagner's fish! Given that, last year, two
anglers within 3 weeks of each other caught similar sized
bulls in the same canyon, we might be documenting a new
trend within the Mid-Atlantic Bight (MAB). Further down
the coast, Florida state waters produced at least one 70+lb
fish in 2020 and several others in the 50+lb, range including
the Slay family’s 58.90 lb fish caught off Cudjoe Key in the Lower Keys. The latter represents one of the larger fish observed in the Keys over the
last several years. Moving over to the U.S. Caribbean Sea, Captain Colt Cook and angler Alex Zimmerman enjoyed catching a 63.7 lb beast just a
few miles north of St. Croix in the Anegada Passage. Less than two weeks before Hook N’ Cook caught its big bull, Captain Emmanuel Markham
had a stellar day south of La Parguera, Puerto Rico, in late January and caught another massive fish that weighed 53 lbs after it was gutted. In 2020,
take note that the largest observed fish within the U.S. Caribbean Sea occurred during late January and early February, and only five months later, the
largest fish occurred along the U.S. East Coast between June and August. Last year, the top two largest fish were caught in the MAB between late
July and mid-August, which is consistent with this year’s timing. However, in early March of 2019, angler Dylan Louis caught a ~72 lb fish off
Port Everglades, which was and remained as the largest for the year off Florida. In 2019, we observed out of season catches of big bulls at FADs off
the north coast of the USVIs and south coast of the Dominican Republic. Congratulations to each of the vessels and anglers for catching these
massive bulls in 2020.
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Support Our Tagging Program in 2021.
Buy A New Performance Tee!

Fall Fundraising for 2021’s
Tagging Effort

In 2020, we were fortunate to garner the support of
158 fishing industry entities, businesses, and private
donors. Thank you all for your support of the
Dolphinfish Research Program (DRP) in 2020!
Since January, we have distributed 248 tagging kits
(3,402 tags) to anglers throughout the Western
Central Atlantic Ocean and Eastern Tropical Pacific
Ocean, logged 1,170 tag deployments, and received
37 new recoveries. If you are reading this you
likely fish offshore and you may have observed
changes in the dolphinfish fishery throughout your
fishing career. There are a host of issues and
pending management changes to the WCA
dolphinfish fishery given mounting scientific
evidence regarding population changes and
concerning anecdotal trends being voiced by anglers
throughout the region. Our tagging program is at
the forefront of educating anglers, advancing

The Dolphinfish Research Program (DRP) is
thrilled to offer our participants and supporters a
performance fishing shirt that highlights our
research effort based out of Tropic Star Lodge
(TSL) in southwest Panama. This performance
shirt features the DRP logo on the front left chest
and a custom back graphic designed by Dr. Guy
Harvey for our program. The graphic features a
photo taken by Dr. Guy Harvey of the iconic TSL
dock as DRP personnel outfit the vessels with
conventional tags to initiate dolphinfish tagging
efforts off southwest Panama. Proceeds from your
purchase of this performance fishing shirt go
directly to help support and advance our research
and tagging program in 2021. To learn more about
our research effort based out of TSL click
here. Click here to shop.
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discussions and actions surrounding conservation of
the species, and gathering additional data to help
inform data-driven decision making at the state,
federal, and international levels. Help the DRP
continue documenting movement and population
trends of wild dolphin in our oceans in 2021 by
supporting us today. There are two ways to support
our effort. You can purchase a kit, shirt, or hat in
our online shop (click here to shop) or make a taxdeductible donation to the Beyond Our Shores
Foundation (click here to donate). The Beyond
Our Shores Foundation, a 501(c)(3), was formed
in 2017 to help support the growth of the DRP and
since then we have distributed 14,334 tags around
the world and logged over 5,730 tag deployments
and 147 new dolphin movements.

To Donate by Check click here, Make Checks
out to:
Beyond Our Shores, Inc.,/Dolphinfish Research
Program
Mail to:
Wessley Merten
Dolphinfish Research Program
Beyond Our Shores, Inc.
PO BOX 3506
Newport, RI, 02840
Email: wess@beyondourshores.org
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